CASE STUDY: OK STATE TENNIS
CONNECTING THE NEXT GENERATION OF ATHLETES

THE OKLAHOMA STATE TENNIS TEAMS
ARE WINNING MORE AND PRACTICING
SMARTER WITH PLAYSIGHT TECHNOLOGY.
Chris Young - Director of Tennis, Women’s Head Coach
“It has been an amazing tool for us to have PlaySight, and no
coincidence that we won the Big 12 title using it this year.”
Matt Manasse - Assistant Coach, Women’s Tennis
“I really like the fact that we can instantly show the girls what we’re
seeing, and they get to see it themselves.
I was.... hitting with [a player]. We were doing a forehand drill, and
we can go and look at it in the 3D view, and she notices that every
time she is hitting it she is stepping backwards. So if she notices
it, and we’re saying it, she is more likely to respond, and respond
quicker.
I had another girL... watching the video. She saw herself not being
planted, and instantly went over on the other court and fixed the
problem by herself.
It’s allowing [the players] to see stuff that we see, and it’s just
allowing for a quicker change for them to understand what’s
going on and how it’s working for them. It’s [also] allowing us to
put the players through a lot of repetitions in a more competitive
environment. Now there’s numbers and stuff like that, they can feel
that competition and pressure, which is going to help in the long run
when they are in their matches.”
Jay Udwadia - Men’s Tennis Head Coach
“It is very easy to use and the data that you get is very simple, but
at the same time, very helpful. Practice is more productive, because
you are concentrating and trying to beat those goals. It makes you
practice sharper and more intensely. I always like to see where the
players are moving, and where the ball is landing. It adds a little bit
more excitement in your practice.”
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